**Scientology’s International Headquarters**

**San Jacinto, California**

**South Side**

The south side of the property, below Highway 79, is where most of Golden Era Productions, or “Gold” is.

1. “The Castle” is a large, state-of-the-art sound studio for filming. It also has a large area for set and prop construction and storage, costumes, and makeup.
2. The garage contains the Motor Pool, Grounds, Electrical, and building maintenance crew.
3. MCI (Massacre Canyon Inn) is where the staff eats, and where they have weekly-style “musters” three times a day.
4. The “Lower Lodges” contain International Management Public Relations.
5. The “Upper Lodges” are editing facilities (4 Avid bays)
6. “Building 36” contains the Gold Executives and administrative staff, marketing, and manufacturing.
7. The Film Lab, where film is processed.
8. Staff Berthing (housing), under construction since 1995 and reportedly now finished.
9. The “G” Units: VIP accommodations.

**North Side**

The north side of the property, above Highway 79, is where Commodore’s Messenger Org International (CMO Int), International Executive Strata (Exec Strata) and Religious Technology Center (RTC) are located, as well as the rest of Gold.

10. The “OGH” (Old Gilman House) area is where troublesome staff are kept under guard while under handling or awaiting offload. Some crew live there, particularly those who are not allowed to leave the Base.
11. CMO International and Exec Strata are located in a temporary building, called “The Trailers.” In the nearby “300’s” are the offices of L. Ron Hubbard’s Public Relations staff and the LRH Biographer, Dan Sherman.
12. “The Ranchos” contain the book compilation, editing, design and typesetting units.
13. The Qualifications Division of Gold provides staff training here, and staff counseling (auditing) in the nearby “Del Sol” building (formerly the “Hotel Del Sol”).
14. The Villas are executive apartments. Miscavige used to live in the “Lower Villa.” The Middle and Upper Villas were RTC offices, prior to the RTC building.
15. “Bonnie View” - the huge mansion built for L. Ron Hubbard to use “upon his return.” There are guest apartments and amenities in back, and this is where Tom Cruise supposedly stayed.
16. RTC Building.